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Introduction 

 

Flowmon Demo Handbook explains individual use cases and shows how to demonstrate them at 
our public demo. The demo is accessible at https://demo.flowmon.com. You can use credentials 
demo/demo. We would be pleased to receive your valuable feedback at support@flowmon.com. 
Enjoy! 

 

 

Last update: 2022/04/24  

https://demo.flowmon.com/
mailto:support@flowmon.com
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1 Network Performance Monitoring & Diagnostics 

(NPMD) 

1.1 Traditional Flow Monitoring 

1.1.1 Excessive Traffic Volume - Uplink Saturation 

 

Technical background: An internet connectivity bandwidth is usually limited by an internet 
service provider. If a single user utilizes vast majority of the bandwidth other users may experience 
very slow internet connection. Overall performance of the internet connectivity may be degraded 
for the whole company. This includes online business meetings, cloud applications and more. 

 

Benefits: Thanks to user-friendly and easy-to-use analytic tools in Flowmon monitoring center, it 
is very easy to reveal anomalies in traffic volumes and network performance issues. With drill -
down feature up to single flow level you can pinpoint the root-cause and quickly take consequent 
actions. 

 

Scenario: Company employees suddenly started to complain about very slow and almost 
unresponsive internet connection. The network administrator started to investigate the issue in 
Flowmon Monitoring Center. The Analysis page immediately displayed a very distinct anomaly in 
current traffic volume. A drill-down flow analysis revealed the cause - one of the employees was 
backing up his Google Drive and therefore consuming almost all bandwidth of used internet 
uplink. To prevent such scenario in the future, the network administrator tuned-up the network 
settings by applying traffic shaping to limit bandwidth for each network user. 

 

Flowmon demonstration:  

 

·         To select: Analysis > Advanced analysis > Statistics > Statistics by > IP Conversations 

·         Time frame: Every day within 14:55 – 15:10 
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1.1.2 Excessive Number of Flows - (RDP) Dictionary Attacks 

 

Technical background: RDP (Remote Desktop Sharing) protocol allows network administrators 
to manage hosts and servers by remotely controlling their screen and controls from one single 
computer. This is a standard feature of all Windows based systems. RDP protocol usually uses 
TCP port 3389. 
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Dictionary attack is a well-known cyber-attack technique that is generally distinct by its enormous 
flow volumes (i.e., number of connections). Unfortunately, lots of less experienced users use very 
simple and therefore not secure passwords that contain common words from a dictionary of a 
language, e.g., “mysuperpassword”. For an attacker it is quite easy to guess one by one all the 
words from the dictionary and in all their combinations. 

 

If a password is uncovered on an RDP enabled host, the attacker basically has a full control of 
the host and the data stored on it. The host of course than represents a gateway to the network 
and might consequently compromise the whole network. 

 

Benefits: Flowmon monitoring solution can graphically display long term statistics of flow 
volumes. Thanks to this feature the user is able to easily reveal anomalies in number of flows and 
possible dictionary attacks. 

 

Scenario: A network administrator noticed distinct peaks in flows in Flowmon Monitoring Center 
flow analysis. By using a drill down feature he revealed that host 192.168.3.225 tried to initiate 
dozens of RDP connections which indicates RDP dictionary attacks. The security module 
Flowmon ADS confirmed the incident. It automatically detected and correctly identified RDP 
dictionary attacks.  

 

Flowmon demonstration:  

 

·         Time frame: Every even hour i.e. 16:00 – 16:10 

·         To select in FMC: Analysis > Analyzed traffic > Channels > enable the channel 

“Branch” only 

·         To select FMC: Analysis > Analyzed traffic > Flows 
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·         To select FMC: Analysis > Advanced analysis > List flows 

·         Time frame: Every even hour i.e. 16:00 – 16:10  

·         Output: “default” 

·         Filter: port 3389 and ip 192.168.1.50 

 

 

 

However, there is no need to do manual analysis as such situations can be detected 
automatically. This is the main goal of Flowmon ADS. Our implementation of Network Behavior 
Analysis. On following example, you can see how Flowmon ADS detects and reports malicious 
behavior related to this traffic. 

 

·         To select in ADS: Events > Simple list 
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·         Time frame: Last 24 hours 

·         To select in ADS: Events > More Filters > Methods >  RDPDICT 
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1.2 Enriched Flows with L7 Data 

1.2.1 Network Connectivity Cut Off - DHCP Address Pool Overdraw  

 

Technical background: DHCP server dynamically assigns an IP address and other network 
configuration parameters to each device on a network so they can communicate with other IP 
networks. DHCP address pool is a limited set of IP addresses available for DHCP server to assign 
to individual hosts in the network. 

 

If number of hosts exceeds number of IP addresses available in a DHCP address pool, some of 
the hosts will not simply get an IP address. Without an IP address it is in effect impossible to use 
the network for the involved hosts. 

This kind of situation usually indicates an increased volume of DHCP NAK type messages in the 
network. The DHCP NAK type message is sent if DHCP server does not assign the requested IP 
for some reason. 

 

Benefits: Flowmon DHCP protocol IPFIX exporter extension brings you an ultimate visibility into 
DHCP network configuration protocol. This makes the Flowmon a great network troubleshooting 
tool. 

 

Scenario: Some of the local network users contacted the network administrator after having 
troubles with any network connectivity. The network administrator started troubleshooting in 
Flowmon and he found out that the local DHCP server was sending increased number of DHCP 
NAK messages rejecting IP address assignment. He checked the involved DHCP server and 
found out, that the DHCP server drew out all IP addresses from its address pool.  The network 
administrator realized that several more employees joined the company recently. He extended 
the DHCP address pool to avoid the trouble. 

 

Flowmon demonstration:  

 

·         To select: Analysis > Advanced analysis > List flows 

·         Time frame: Every day, any 6 hours interval (for instance 10:00-16:00) 

·         Output: “extended-dhcp” 

·         Filter: ip 10.59.0.1 and  dhcp-type "NAK"  
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1.2.2 Expired TLS Certificates - Simplifying Network Management 

 

Technical background: What a TLS certificate does is to allow a person, a computer or an 
organization to exchange information in a secure way. This information is usually a sensitive one 
– login credentials, bank details, credit card information, etc. TLS certificates, unlike other services 
that are automatically renewed until canceled, have an expiration date set. The consequences of 
having your certificate expire could severely harm your business and image. 

 

Benefits: Flowmon IPFIX exporters are bring you ultimate visibility into TLS traffic. This includes 
TLS certificate validity date which makes network management much easier. 

 

Scenario: In past years a company experienced a massive growth including network 
infrastructure. As a result, there are many teams taking care about hundreds of servers and 
applications. Recently there have been troubles to manage and maintain TLS certificates in such 
dynamically growing infrastructure - even the company’s public service had a TLS certificate 
expired. To improve the situation the company decided to utilize TLS L7 visibility in  Flowmon 
solution. From now on it much easier to monitor TLS certificates in use and identify the expired 
ones. 
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·         To select: Analysis > Advanced analysis > List flows 

·         Time frame: Every day, anytime interval 

·         Output: “tls-certificates” 

·         Filter: net 52.59.133.0/24 and tls-vto < "now" 

 

  

 

1.2.3 Outdated TLS Version Detected - Detection of Vulnerable Public Server 

 

Technical background: TLS is a cryptographic protocol designed to provide communications 
security over a computer network. There are several versions of it. Nowadays only TLS version 
1.2 and 1.3 are considered as secure. Other versions contain major vulnerabilities. 
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Benefits: Flowmon IPFIX exporters bring you ultimate visibility into TLS traffic. This includes 
information about used TLS version in the communication helping you to secure your network 
and business. 

 

Scenario: During network bandwidth utilization analysis the network administrator noticed that 
the company client portal application was using deprecated TLS standard. Because of that 
hundreds of customers had their personal data insecure when transmitted through the network. 
Network admin immediately contacted the 3rd party company responsible for the development of 
the application. Thanks to Flowmon the network admin was able to detect the threat in time and 
install a security update the very next day.   

 

Flowmon demonstration: 

 

·         To select: Analysis > Advanced analysis > List flows 

·         Time frame: Every day 

·         Output: “extended-tls” 

·         Filter: proto tcp and port 443 and ip 185.24.237.70 
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1.3 Network Performance Metrics (NPM) 

1.3.1 Excessive Retransmissions Rates - Radio Frequency Interferences 

 

Technical background: The TCP retransmission mechanism ensures that data is reliably sent 
from end to end. If retransmissions are detected in a TCP connection, it is logical to assume that 
packet loss has occurred on the network somewhere between client and server. 

 

Benefits: Extended NPM Retransmission flow value provided by Flowmon probe exporter allows 
to reveal TCP retransmissions indicating packet loss caused by the network. With this information 
the network administrator knows where to focus during further troubleshooting. This makes the 
troubleshooting process much faster and more effective which saves resources.    

 

Scenario: WLAN network users started to complain about poorly responsive network. The 
network administrator checked NPM records in Flowmon flow analysis that revealed excessive 
number of TCP retransmissions. Based on this evidence the system administrator checked the 
WLAN access points. He found out that several WLAN access points belonging to a different 
company sharing a neighboring floor of the same building were transmitting WLAN signal on the 
same frequencies causing significant interferences. The system administrator proceeded with 
troubleshooting by visiting the other company’s network engineers. He got to know that they 
recently deployed brand new access points a did not check the possible interferences for the used 
transmitting channel. The network administrator asked them to use the previously used 
transmitting channels to avoid the interferences. 

 

Flowmon demonstration:  

 

·         To select: Analysis > Advanced analysis > List flows > Sort by > Average Retransmissions 

·         Time frame: Every day 

·         Output: “extended-npm” 
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1.3.2 High Server Response Time - Revealing Hardware Failure 

 

Technical background: Response time is the total amount of time it takes a server to respond 
to a request initiated by a client to the server. In a simplified way the server response time 
represents time between clicking to a webpage link and displaying the contents of it. An exact 
principle of measuring server response time by Flowmon displays following image:  
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Benefits: Extended NPM Server Response Time information provided by Flowmon probe 
exporter allows to reveal slow server response time indicating problems with server or application 
running on it. Based on this information you can continuously monitor performance of critical 
servers. If increased server response time occurs it usually causes end customer frustration, 
unproductivity of employees and resulting financial losses. With Flowmon you can minimize such 
risks. 

 

Scenario: The network administrator configured an alert in Flowmon Monitoring Center in order 
to monitor response time of an internal accounting server. During the night the alert was triggered 
several times. After reaching the accounting office they confirmed they have been facing the 
server response issues from time to time since the morning. The network administrator 
consequently ran a full diagnostic of the server that revealed a malfunctioning hard drive. Thanks 
to Flowmon NPM he quickly solved the case by switching the broken hard drive for a new one. 

 

Flowmon demonstration:  

 

·         To select: Analysis > Advanced analysis > List flows > Sort by >  

                        > Average Server Response Time  

·         Time frame: Every day 

·         Output: “extended-npm” 

·         Filter: not npm-srt "N/A"  
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1.4 Full Packet Capture 

1.4.1 TLS Version Mismatch - Accounting Server Unavailability 

 

Technical background: Transport Layer Security (TLS) is a cryptographic protocol that provides 
communications security over a computer network. There are several versions of the protocol. If 
client and server do not mutually support configured TLS version, it is impossible to initiate the 
communication. The TLS protocols find widespread use in applications such as web browsing, 
email, internet faxing, instant messaging, and voice over IP (VoIP). Websites are able to use TLS 
to secure all communications between their servers and web browsers. 

 

Benefits: With Packet Investigator you can analyze payload of the packets which includes 
information about used and requested TLS versions, certificate and others. 

 

Scenario: After a maintenance window of the SMTP server last night the accounting team 
reported the server’s unavailability. The network administrator was quested to resolve the problem 
with the highest priority. From flow analysis he found out there are only minor data transfers to 
and from the server, however the TCP flags looked normal. Therefore, further packet analysis via 
utilizing Packet Investigator was done. It revealed that TLS certificate has expired and was 
causing the unavailability. The network administrator installed a new certificate, and everything  

·        To select: Packet Investigator > Recordings 

·        To select: Select group 1) FPI 

 

 

 

·        To select: Click on Analysis results where it shows 1 major  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptographic_protocol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communications_security
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browsing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Email
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_fax
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instant_messaging
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voice_over_IP
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Website
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Server_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browser
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2 Application Performance Monitoring (APM) 

2.1 Resolving WebShop Latency Issues 

 

Technical background: When a client browses a web application, its quick response time is 
essential for smooth and efficient work. Flowmon APM is continuously monitoring all points that 
might cause application performance degradation. Moreover, Flowmon APM is monitoring all 
individual parts of the application allowing quick and efficient troubleshooting.  

 

Each request from a client to a web server must be transferred through the network which 
represents first possible point of delay. If the web server needs to get further information from a 
subordinate database, a new delay caused by the database might occur. Finally, the poor 
application response time might be caused by individual parts of the web application itself. 
Flowmon APM is monitoring all these possible points of delay in detail. 

 

 

 

 

Benefits: With Flowmon APM you can passively monitor response time of web/database 
applications from user perspective. Flowmon APM allows you to correlate web and corresponding 
DB requests, pinpoint particular parts of the application that are unresponsive and even 
distinguish between delay caused by network and application itself. 

 

Scenario & Flowmon demonstration: The Webshop administrator started to receive negative 
feedbacks from the customers since last evening. The frustrated customers were complaining 
about very annoying response time that was happening irregularly. The Webshop administrator 
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checked performance of the Webshop application in Flowmon APM and it confirmed the issues. 
The Flowmon APM showed degraded APM index. 

 

·        To select:  APM > Analysis > WebShop  

 

 

 

 

The Webshop administrator also analyzed all the 5 slowest transactions and checked possible 
problems with the subordinate database queries. This turned out to be negative since the APM 
indexes of the database queries showed very good values.  
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·        To select:  APM > Analysis > WebShop > 5 slowest transactions detail (click) 

 

 

 

·        To select: Scroll to the very bottom of the selected slowest transaction and display “Paired 

transactions” widget sorted by the worst APM index value (click on the bar heading). 

 

 

 

 

 

In conclusion the Webshop administrator showed the hard evidence from Flowmon APM to 3rd 
party company, that is responsible for development and support of the Webshop application. 
Thanks to the detailed information about problematic parts of the application, the developers were 
able to find and fix issues in the application’s source code very quickly. Since then, the Webshop 
administrator has not received any negative feedback from the customers. 
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2.2 Unstable CRM Application - Revealing Database Source Code Bugs 

 

Technical background: It is an ordinary thing that applications also utilize databases. This 
represents another possible point of failure. When user experiences troubles with an application, 
database might be responsible as well. 

 

Implementation of MySQL database protocol contains a large list of all possible error codes 
(https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/8.0/en/error-messages-server.html). If there is an error in the 
database, error code is included in its traffic. 

 

Benefits: Flowmon APM gives you an ultimate visibility into MSSQL, MySQL/MariaDB, 
PostgreSQL and Oracle DB protocols. This tremendously reduces you mean time to resolve the 
troubles. 

 

Scenario: Users of a corporate CRM system started to report troubles with parts of an application. 
The application was falling and ignoring saving the records. The application department started 
to troubleshoot the issue by using long-term monitoring records provided by Flowmon APM. At 
Flowmon APM dashboard they immediately noticed presence of error codes related to database. 
By using drill-down feature the application department was able to pinpoint individual problematic 
parts of the database and even find error codes describing the problem further. They passed the 
evidence to the vendor of the software. In few days a hotfix solving all the troubles was released. 
  

https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/8.0/en/error-messages-server.html
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Flowmon demonstration:  

 

·        To select:  APM > Analysis > Scroll down to the end of the page 

 

 

 

 

·        To select:  APM > Analysis > MySQL_DB > scroll down to “Transactions” widget > left click 

onto “Error count” bar to sort the transactions > do the drill down by clicking onto blue icon 
next to one of the transactions generating the errors 

 

 

 

 

·        To select: Scroll down to “Instances of transactions (SQL)” widget > left click 
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onto any instance and display the final drill down 
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3 Network Behavior Analysis (NBA) 

3.1 BitTorrent Detection - Unwanted Application Detection 

 

Technical background: BitTorrent is one of the most common protocols for transferring large 
files, such as digital video files containing TV shows, films or digital audio files containing songs. 
Therefore, usage of this protocol often clashes with copyrights. BitTorrent also represent serious 
security threat for enterprise environment since download sources cannot be authenticated and often 
contain malware files. 

 

Benefits: Thanks to behavioral analysis the Flowmon ADS can detect and alert upon usage of P2P 
networks of the BitTorrent type.  

 

Scenario: The network security administrator received an email alert about a critical security 
event from Flowmon ADS module. A BitTorrent traffic was detected a few minutes ago. The 
network security administrator logged into the Flowmon ADS and found the host responsible for 
the BitTorrent traffic. It was one of the top-level employees with full access rights to business-
critical files. He successfully downloaded a computer game however it also included insidious 
ransomware. Fortunately, thanks to Flowmon ADS the network security administrator was able to 
respond in time. He removed the malware and explained the employee how to use his laptop 
securely.  

 

Flowmon demonstration:  

 

·        To select:  Analysis > Use perspective Bittorrent Download > APPLY 

·        To select: Choose one of the detected events > Switch to tab 

event evidence 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_video
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TV_show
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_audio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Song
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3.2 Spamming - Malware Infected Device 

 

Technical background: SMTP is a commonly used protocol for handling email services running 
at port 25. Therefore, malware infected spamming devices usually use the SMTP protocol as well. 
The consequences of the spamming are typically rather annoying. However, it might also 
represent a serious security threat. It is because the spam may contain e.g., phishing links or 
attached executable malwares. 
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Benefits: The Flowmon ADS can monitor anomalies in emailing SMTP protocol. All such events 
can be configured by a user to be displayed in regular Flowmon ADS reports. It is possible to 
display very detailed information about all the incidents retrospectively by using a drill-down from 
a Flowmon ADS Analysis. If further SMTP analysis needed user can view L7 monitored values in 
Flowmon Monitoring Center such as originating email address or failures in SMTP traffic. 

 

Scenario: In a regular daily report from Flowmon ADS module the network security administrator 
noticed there are several SMTP anomalies reported. He investigated the incident further by drilling 
down from Flowmon ADS Analysis. Event evidence showed 619 emails that were sent to 489 
unique internet destinations from a single host from LAN. To display more details about the traffic, 
the network security administrator issued a query to Flowmon Monitoring Center and displayed 
relevant flows with L7 SMTP related information provided by Flowmon probes. The flow analysis 
revealed that each email was sent from a different suspicious email address. The network security 
administrator consequently ran an antivirus scan on the suspicious laptop that confirmed 
spamming malware infection.  
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Flowmon demonstration:  

 

·         To select: Analysis > Perspective > Massive Spamming 

·         To select: Analysis > Apply 

 

 

·          To select: Dashboard > Top 10 events by priority > SMTP anomaly > 172.17.107.32 > 

click on the first event > display event evidence 
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·         To select in FMC: Analysis > Advanced analysis > List flows 

·         Time frame: based on the previous alert (it is running every two hours) 

·         Output: “extended-mail” 

·         Filter: ip 172.17.107.32 and port 25   
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3.3 Communication with Botnets - Malware Infection 

 

Technical background: A botnet is a collection of Internet connected devices whose security 
has been breached and are under control of an attacker. Each such compromised device known 
as a "bot" is created when a device is penetrated by software from a malware distribution. The 
controller of a botnet can direct the activities of these compromised computers through 
communication channels formed by standards-based network protocols such as HTTP. Botnets 
can be used to perform DDoS attack, steal data or send spam. 

 

Benefits: Flowmon ADS maintains regularly updated reputation database including known C&C 
centers and botnets. Thanks to adaptive baselining and machine learning it is also able to detect 
anomalous and suspicious behavior indicating malware infection and its efforts to spread. 

 

Scenario: The local company’s SIEM received a critical syslog alert from Flowmon ADS module 
reporting communication with known botnet C&C center in the network. Based on this event the 
network security administrator quickly checked more suspicious activity of the reported device. 
He found out that just after the botnet communication the device started to initiate anomalous 
number of connections, started to scan the internal network and to issue dictionary attacks in the 
network. He immediately disconnected the device from the network and ran a security scan. It 
confirmed a malware infection allowing communication with a botnet center. 
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Flowmon demonstration:  

 

·          To select: Analysis > Events by priority > Communication with blacklisted 

hosts (BLACKLIST) > 192.168.1.50 
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·         To select:  Events > Aggregated view 

·         To select:  Events > Time interval any day as the event repeats every two hours 

·         To select:  Events > Source IP 192.168.1.50 
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·         To select:  Events > Simple list 

·         To select:  Events > Time interval of Last 4 hours 

·         To select:  Events > Source IP 192.168.1.50 

 

 

3.4 Cryptocurrency Mining Detected - Malware Infection 

 

Technical background: A cryptocurrency is a digital currency that uses cryptography to secure 
its transactions, to control the creation of additional units, and to verify the transfer of assets. In 
cryptocurrency networks, cryptocurrency mining is a validation of transactions. To obtain new 
cryptocurrency, the miners must use tremendous computational resources. It is because of the 
sophisticated cryptography that is related to cryptocurrency mining. 
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Benefits: Due to behavioral analysis mechanisms, the Flowmon ADS can detect malware that 
instruct the victims to do cryptocurrency mining. 

 

Scenario: The network security administrator got and email alert from Flowmon ADS about 
detection of cryptocurrency mining in the network. He analyzed the source of the event and 
confirmed the cryptocurrency mining event. The mining was running additional alien processes 
thus abnormally utilizing server’s resources and slowing it down. With further investigation the 
network security administrator revealed a malware installed on the server that was periodically 
reissuing the cryptocurrency mining. He got it out. 

 

Flowmon demonstration:  

 

·          To select: This event repeats every two hours 

·          To select: Analysis > Perspective > Cryptocurrency Mining 

·          To select: Analysis Events by priority > Flow-based behavior patterns 

(BPATTERNS) > 192.168.70.2  
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·         To select: Right click on the event ID and display Event evidence 

  

 

 

3.5 Anomalous Communication Detected - Password Theft 

 

Technical background: A single malware infected device controlled by an attacker might 
represent a gateway to whole local network. When the attacker gets an access to a network host, 
he might retrieve very sensitive information including passwords, security keys etc. by “hiding” the 
traffic in regular network protocols including ICMP. 

 

Benefits: Flowmon ADS detects overall anomalies in the monitored network including ICMP 
protocol. It identifies suspicious communication in ICMP traffic. Reports on increased number of 
ICMP type 3 messages, which could signal spread of worm. It monitors long-term behavior of a 
node in the network and compares the current observation with statistics for the node and global 
statistics for the network. Additionally, it can detect ICMP scans, ICMP Smurf, ping flood attacks 
and excessive payload of ICMP packets. 
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In integration with Packet Investigator module the Flowmon ADS can trigger a full packet capture 
upon a security/operational event detection. This allows the network security administrator to do 
a full forensic analysis of the events. 

 

Scenario: The network security administrator previously got alerts about some ICMP traffic 
anomalies detected by Flowmon ADS. However, the security event detected anomalous payload 
in ICMP packets. To analyze the payload as well, the network security administrator configured a 
triggered packet capture based on the events. Soon the event was detected as well as packet 
capture was triggered. In the anomalous payload there was a Linux /etc/passwd file with user 
accounts and hash of passwords! The network security administrator immediately disconnected 
the involved host from the network and cleaned all the malwares. 

 

Flowmon demonstration: 

·         To select: ADS > Analysis > Perspective > Security Issues then Apply 

 

 

·          To select: ADS > Analysis > Events by priority > ICMPANOM anomaly > 

192.168.1.50 > click on three dots at the end of the event > Event evidence 
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·         To select: ADS > Event details > Traffic records > download files 

 

·        To select: Open the downloaded file in a packet analyzer (e.g., Wireshark - download link 

https://wireshark.org/#download). 
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·        To select: Wireshark > Display detail of a first packet with length of 1442B 
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